Accurate prediction of rainfall distribution in landfalling tropical cyclones (LTCs) is very important to disaster prevention but quite challenging to operational forecasters. This chapter will describe the rainfall distribution in LTCs, including both axisymmetric and asymmetric distributions and their major controlling parameters, such as environmental vertical wind shear, TC intensity and motion, and coastline. In addition to the composite results from many LTC cases, several case studies are also given to illustrate the predominant factors that are key to the asymmetric rainfall distribution in LTCs. Future directions in this area and potential ways to improve the operational forecasts of rainfall distribution in LTCs are also discussed briefly.
Introduction
Landfalling tropical cyclones (LTCs) often bring very heavy rainfall to the affected regions so that many extreme rainfall events are related to LTCs around the world. Heavy rainfall associated with LTCs is one of the most devastating natural disasters in the coastal regions in the world, which could bring unexpected flash floods and landslides to inflict huge losses in properties and human lives. Examples of some record-breaking heavy rainfall events induced by LTCs include 24-h rainfall of 1062 mm at Linzhuang in Henan Province of Mainland China caused by landfalling Typhoon Nina (7503) in 1975 and 24-h rainfall of about 1300 mm in southern Taiwan caused by Typhoon Morakot in 2009. Therefore, the rainfall distribution in a LTC is of particular importance to meteorologists and disaster preventions.
However, though tropical cyclone (TC) track forecasts have achieved great improvements in the past decades [1, 2] , improvements in TC rainfall forecasts have been largely behind. Even when the TC track is well predicted, the rainfall distribution and intensity are often poorly predicted, especially for rainfall distribution and storm structure. Therefore, understanding the characteristics and the factors that control rainfall distribution in LTCs is very important for improving real-time operational rainfall forecasts.
Distribution of rainfall in LTCs may be affected by many processes and factors, such as TC motion, intensity, landfalling location and time, large-scale environmental conditions, terrains in the coastal region, and so on. Previous studies have shown that rainfall in a TC can be largely modulated by the environmental vertical wind shear (VWS) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , the planetary vorticity gradient [13] [14] [15] [16] , the storm motion [16, 17] , the friction-induced asymmetric boundary layer convergence in a moving TC [18] , the asymmetric environmental moisture distribution in [19] , and also the convectively coupled vortex-Rossby waves in the eyewall [20] [21] [22] .
To investigate the rainfall distribution in LTCs and the associated physical process, the rainfall distribution in a LTC is often decomposed into a wavenumber (WN)-0 (or an azimuthal mean) component and a series of higher-WN components in [23] [24] [25] [26] . Recently, with the improvements of satellite-retrieved rain data application, some observational studies have focused on the asymmetric TC rainfall distribution and related different physical processes. Rogers et al. [27] suggested that the combination of VWS and storm motion could explain well the rainfall asymmetry in Hurricane Bonnie. Lonfat et al. [23] analyzed the global rainfall distribution in TCs based on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) rain estimates and studied the relationships between the TC rainfall distribution and the TC motion over oceans in the world. It has been shown that the storm motion alone, however, could not fully explain the basin-to-basin variability in the rainfall asymmetry, suggesting that other mechanisms must contribute to the asymmetric rainfall distribution, such as the environmental VWS, which has been investigated extensively (e.g., [14, 24, 28] ).
Chen et al. [24] investigated the effects of both VWS and storm motion on TC rainfall asymmetries based on composite analyses using the TRMM rain data. The results showed that the TC rainfall asymmetry generally depends on the juxtaposition and relative magnitude of the environmental VWS and the TC motion over the open ocean. Subsequent composite analyses of the TC rainfall asymmetry related to environmental VWS by using the satellite-based rainfall estimates have further confirmed the relationship between the spatial distribution of TC rainfall and the environmental VWS [29] [30] [31] . Namely, the maximum rainfall predominantly occurs in the downshear-left quadrant in a TC that is embedded in an environmental VWS (facing down the shear vector), while the effect of TC translation becomes an important factor for a TC embedded in the relatively low VWS environment. Reasor et al. [32] reconfirmed that the environmental VWS is the primary factor affecting the eyewall convective asymmetry in TCs based on Doppler radar data composite analysis.
Most of previous studies have mainly focused on the rainfall distributions in TCs before landfall or over the open oceans. In addition to the effects of environmental VWS, TC intensity and motion, the rainfall asymmetries in a LTC may also be affected by non-uniform surface characteristics, such as land-sea contrast, coastline, topography, and mesoscale convective activities that resulted from interactions with other synoptic weather systems [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
Some numerical studies have found that the asymmetric structure of a LTC and the associated asymmetric rainfall distribution could be forced by land-sea contrast [20, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Based on idealized simulations for LTCs on an f-plane, Li et al. [43, 44] showed that rainfall asymmetry became larger after landfall with larger VWS, and land surface roughness would initially affect rainfall distribution in the outer region. Xu et al. [45] indicated that the asymmetric rainfall percentage toward the right quadrant relative to the coastline would have an obvious increase in LTCs, which might be related to the land-sea roughness gradient.
In an early observational study, based on the airborne radar reflectivity data from systems onboard three National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) aircrafts during 6 days for Hurricane Allen (1980), Marks [3] showed that changes in both the storm intensity and the eyewall radius had little impact on the total rainfall of the storm. However, the axisymmetric rainfall distribution in TCs has received further attention in recent years, with the focus on the relationship between TC intensity and axisymmetric rainfall distribution. Lonfat et al. [23] explored the axisymmetric rainfall distribution in TCs with different intensities during 1998-2000 over global oceans using the TRMM retrieved rain data. They found that the peak radial axisymmetric rain rate increased with increasing TC intensity. More recent studies have confirmed that TC intensity and intensity change are closely related with rainfall and rainfall change over the open ocean [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . However, the relationship of axisymmetric rainfall distribution and TC intensity in LTCs is reported to be more complicated in Yu et al. [26] .
This chapter aims to document the evolution of rainfall distribution in LTCs, taking those that made landfall over China as examples, and to systematically examine the effects of various factors, including TC intensity and motion, environmental VWS, and land-sea contrast, on both the axisymmetric and asymmetric rainfall distributions from 24 h prior, to landfall, and to 24 h after landfall. Section 2 introduces the data used and the analysis methods. Sections 3 and 4 present, respectively, the axisymmetric and asymmetric rainfall distributions in LTCs and their relationship with the different factors. Section 5 shows several case studies to demonstrate the complexity of rainfall distribution in LTC. Some remaining issues are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 gives the concluding remarks.
Data and methodology

TRMM 3B42 data
With the development of satellite observing systems, the satellite-retrieved rainfall estimates are more widely applied to both weather and climate research, in particular for the study of rainfall in TCs either over the open oceans or near landfall. Though rain gauge data are routinely available, they are not dense enough or even spare in many important regions, such as over terrains and in the coastal areas over land. Weather radars could give good temporal and spatial resolutions, but they are limited by their area coverage due to unevenly distributed radar sites and inter-radar calibration that could lower the capability and accuracy in rainfall estimation. Therefore, the satellite rainfall estimates are good choices to study rainfall characteristics, especially over the open oceans and coastal and mountainous areas where surface observations are limited.
Many studies have evaluated the performances of TRMM satellite rainfall retrievals in capturing the rainfall features in LTCs [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . These studies have shown that the TRMM 3B42 rain data can provide quite reasonable rainfall distributions in LTCs compared with surface data like gauge and radar observations, although they are generally more accurate over ocean than over land. The rainfall distribution evolution in LTCs during 24 h prior to landfall (t = −24) to 24 h after landfall (t = 24) over China will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4 based on the TRMM 3B42 rain estimates.
Reanalysis data
The horizontal winds obtained from NCEP/NCAR (National Centers for Environmental Predictions/National Center for Atmospheric Research) global reanalysis data [63] are used to calculate the large-scale environmental VWS, which was defined as the 200-hPa and 850-hPa wind vector differences averaged within a 500-km radius from each TC center at every 6-h interval as in [25, 26] .
Best-track TC data
In total, 133 LTCs over China are included in the results discussed in the following sections ( Table 1) , with the lowest intensity of tropical storm (CAT2) from 24 h before landfall (t = −24), to landfall time (t = 0), and to 24 h after landfall (t = 24). Among them, 24, 39, 32, 29, and 9 LTCs, respectively, made a landfall in Hainan (HN), Guangdong (GD), Taiwan (TW), Fujian (FJ), and Zhejiang (ZJ) provinces in China (Figure 1a-e) . The coastline directions of the five regions are also shown in Figure 1f Note: The intensity is defined as the maximum sustained 10-m wind speed. Table 1 . Samples and frequencies of TCs with intensity of five categories (CAT = 2-6) from 24 h prior to landfall (t = −24), at the time of landfall (t = 0), to 24 h after landfall (t = 24) at every 6 h.
Extreme Weathermean wind speed and the minimum sea-level pressure) and positions (longitude and latitude) of TCs at every 6-h interval during 2001-2015. Table 1 shows the related 6-h intensity information including category, sample, and frequency of LTCs over China from t = −24 h to t = 24 h.
The motion direction and speed of each TC at every TRMM observational time are calculated through the two nearest best-track records at 6-h interval. The intensity of a TC at landfall time is obtained by interpolation using the maximum near-surface wind speed in the best-track data at 6-h interval. is defined as the 24-h maximum wind speed change, while the RD threshold is defined as −15 m s −1 in the 24-h intensity change [64] . As a result, the TCs of RI, SI, unchanged, SD, and RD have the 24-h intensity changes of ≥15, ( , and it occurs rather frequently, particularly within 24 h before landfall.
Rainfall analysis method
Fourier decomposition, which can help to compute the WN-0 and higher WNs (e.g., 1-4) rainfall components in a TC, is often used in the studies of rainfall distributions in TCs [23, 24] . The axisymmetric rainfall component is the azimuthally mean rain rate (WN-0) as a function of the radial distance in 10-km-wide annuli from the TC center. The asymmetric rainfall components were analyzed by binning rainfall rate data in 10-km-wide annuli from each TC center to 500-km radius. First, the WN-1 Fourier coefficients were computed by using all rain rate estimates as in Boyd [65] : Note: △V is change in the maximum sustained 10-m wind speed. Table 2 . Samples of TCs with intensity change of five categories (RI, SI, unchanged, SD, RD) from 24 h prior to landfall (t = −24), at the time of landfall (t = 0), to 24 h after landfall (t = 24) at every 6 h.
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where R i is each of the individual rain rate estimates and θ i is the phase angle of the estimate relative to either the storm motion or the VWS vector. The WN-1 asymmetric rainfall component (M 1 ) can be represented by
Similarly, the WNs 2-4 asymmetric rainfall components can be calculated respectively.
The shear-relative rainfall asymmetry is defined as the TRMM observed rainfall asymmetry relative to the VWS vector. Similarly, the motion-relative (or coastline-relative) rainfall asymmetries are composite of asymmetric rainfall relative to the motion direction (or coastline orientation) over every TRMM observation. The relative importance of the different factors on the asymmetric rainfall distribution can be characterized.
Axisymmetric rainfall
Based on the TRMM 3B42 rainfall data, the amplitude of the WN-0 (axisymmetric component) rainfall is about 0.4-0.6 of the total rainfall in general, though there are some subtle Figure 2 is that there is a large axisymmetric rainfall decrease for the LTCs after landfall in most studied regions over China.
Axisymmetric rainfall evolution during landfall
The axisymmetric rainfall distributions in LTCs before landfall and after landfall in the five regions of China shown in Figure 1 are further compared in Figure 3 . The peak rainfall is about 5.5 mm h −1 and located near 60 km from the TC center within 24 h before landfall (Figure 3a ). After landfall, the peak rain rate is reduced to about 3 mm h −1 and located much closer to the TC center (Figure 3b) . Therefore, the maximum mean axisymmetric rain rate is largely reduced and shifts inward during landfall likely because of the increased surface frictional convergence and the associated eyewall contraction or collapse [66] . Meanwhile, the azimuthally averaged radial profiles of rain rate vary with landfalling regions, which are similar to the radial profiles in the five different ocean basins of the globe as illustrated in [23] .
TC intensity and averaged axisymmetric rainfall
The axisymmetric rainfall is tied to TC intensity on average. Figure 4 shows the evolutions of TC intensity and the axisymmetric rainfall rate in LTCs in the five regions of China. Generally during 
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24-12 h (t = −24 to −12) prior to landfall, most TCs is still intensifying, but starts to weaken at the time of landfall (t = 0) (Figure 4a) . During the landfall process (from t = −24 to t = +24), the mean TC maximum wind speed is decreased from 34 to 20 m s −1 , namely about 41% decrease in 48 h, while the mean TC minimum sea-level pressure increases from 970 to 992 hPa (Figure 4b) . During this period, the averaged axisymmetric rain rate shows a very similar variation with the rain rate decreased by about 38% in 48 h (Figure 4c ). This suggests that the axisymmetric rain rate is positively correlated with TC intensity. In addition, with the decreased intensity of the TCs during landfall, the mean axisymmetric rain rate decreases within a radius of 150 km from the TC center (Figure 4d ).
TC intensity and maximum total rain, rain area, and rain rate
Although the axisymmetric rainfall in LTCs is positively correlated with TC intensity, the extreme rainfall parameters in terms of various metrics are not necessarily related perfectly to TC intensity. Here to demonstrate such features, 3 parameters are defined: maximum rain rate (the largest rain rate over all grid points within 500 km of each TC center), Figure 4 . Evolution of rainfall from 24 h prior to landfall to 24 h after landfall at 6-h intervals for (a) the averaged intensity indicated by the maximum sustained 10-m wind speed, (b) the averaged minimum sea-level pressure, and (c) the areal averaged rain rate within 500-km radius of the TC center for all TCs. (d) Radial profiles of the azimuthally averaged rain rates for different TC intensity categories. maximum total rain (the largest value of accumulated rainfall within 500 km of the TC center among CAT2-6 TC samples), and maximum area of rain (the largest value of fractional rain area relative to the TC area within 500 km radius from the TC center among CAT2-6 TC samples).
As shown in Figures 5-6 , on average, the CAT6 TCs have the highest rain rate (Figure 5a) , the highest total rain (Figure 5b) , and the largest rain area (Figure 6 ), while the CAT2 TCs have the lowest rain rate (Figure 5a) , the lowest total rain (Figure 5b) , and the smallest rain area (Figure 6 ). ) within a 500-km radius of the TC center for TCs of CAT2-6 from 24 h prior to landfall to 24 h after landfall.
Figure 7a also shows the averaged rain area evolutions of three various rain rates for LTCs of CAT456 and CAT23 during landfall. For both strong and weak TCs, the rain area would shrink to about 10% of the total rain area with the rain rate increasing to being greater than 5 mm h −1 .
However, the weaker TCs like CAT2 TCs have larger extreme values of the maximum rain Extreme Weatherrate, total rain, and rain area (Figures 5b, 6, and 7b) . This result thus suggests that the averaged rain features (including rain rate and rain area) are all related to TC intensity, but the extreme rain features (including the maximum rain rate and rain area) are not necessarily so.
TC intensity change and the axisymmetric rain change
Since the axisymmetric rainfall is related with TC intensity in LTCs, the TC intensity change would be also correlated to the rainfall change. It is shown in Figure 8a that on average, the rate of the averaged LTC intensity change is slightly positive or close to zero before landfall, but turns to be negative after landfall. Correspondingly, the rate of the averaged rain rate change presents a similar evolution during landfall (Figure 8b) . As a result, the correlation coefficient between the LTC intensity change and the axisymmetric rain change reaches 0.77, indicating that they are highly correlated during landfall. Figure 8c shows that within 24 h before landfall, 70-90% of LTCs increase or maintain the intensity, while after landfall 20-30% of LTCs have RD process. During the 48-h landfall process, RI rarely occurs in LTCs. Figure 8d shows that LTCs of different intensity change categories have different radial distributions in their axisymmetric rain rate. The RI TCs have the highest mean peak axisymmetric rain rate (>13 mm h −1 ) located at the smallest radius of near 40 km, while the RD TCs have the lowest peak axisymmetric rain rate (about 3 mm h −1 ) at the radius of about 125 km from TC center.
Note also that the total rain rate change from an increase to a decrease for TCs from RI to RD (Figure 9 ). Figure 10 compares the axisymmetric contribution to the total rainfall between strong TCs (CAT456) and weak TCs (CAT23). The strong TCs have larger total rainfall in general (Figure 10a and b) , also with a higher contribution from the axisymmetric rainfall component to the total rainfall than the weak TCs (Figure 10c and d) . On average, the weak TCs have lower total rainfall with a larger contribution from the asymmetric components (including WNs 1-4) to the total rainfall. Figure 9 . The relationship between different TC intensity change (RI, SI, unchanged, SD, and RD) and total rainfall change from 24 h prior to landfall to 24 h after landfall.
TC intensity and the axisymmetric contribution to the total rainfall
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Asymmetric rainfall
Except for the dominant contribution of the axisymmetric component to the TC total rainfall, the asymmetric component, especially that from the WN-1, is also shown to be considerable in previous studies of Yu et al. [25, 26] . The WN-1 rainfall asymmetry in LTCs in the five regions of China (Figure 11) shows that the maximum rainfall was generally located in the south of TC center before landfall and slightly rotates cyclonically from HN, GD, TW, FJ to ZJ, namely, from South China to East China. This cyclonical rotation still exists after landfall with the maximum rainfall cyclonically rotated to the northeast in LTCs in ZJ of East China.
The effects of some important factors including VWS, TC motion, intensity, and coastline on the LTC asymmetric rainfall distribution are also discussed below. 
Effect of vertical wind shear
Most LTCs in South China are still far away from the midlatitude westerlies, and therefore, in general no direct impacts of westerly troughs on LTCs occur. However, the LTCs in East 
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China are often close to the westerly systems (troughs and ridges) from the north, and thus they are more frequently and directly affected by the midlatitude westerlies so that the westerly trough would impinge into the LTC circulations. As a result, the high VWS, the water vapor flux channel, and the accompanied baroclinic zone often impose significant impact on rainfall distribution in the LTCs in East China, especially after landfall in Yu et al. [25] . Figure 12 shows the changes of the environmental VWS during 24 h before landfall to 24 h after landfall. It shows that prior to landfall, the LTCs are affected by easterly VWS for regions of HN, GD, TW, and FJ, while westerly VWS for ZJ region (as shown by green curves in Figure 12 ). After landfall, the averaged easterly VWS is generally decreased with time during landfall except for a strengthening of the averaged VWS and a variation from westerly VWS to southwesterly VWS for ZJ region (as shown by red curves in Figure 12 ). Therefore, there exists a cyclonic rotation of VWS for the LTCs from South China to East China both prior to and after landfall.
The shear-relative WN-1 rainfall distribution in TCs making landfall in the five regions from South China to East China confirms that the asymmetric rainfall maximum in LTCs in all five regions is mainly located downshear to downshear-left whenever 24 h prior to landfall, or at the time of landfall, or 24 h after landfall (facing down the VWS vector aligned with the positive Y-axis in Figure 13 ). The cyclonic rotations of the rainfall maximum in the LTCs in the five regions are thus closely related to the cyclonic rotation of VWS. This indicates that VWS is a dominant factor affecting the asymmetric rainfall distribution in TCs; regardless the TCs are over open oceans or making landfall.
Effects of TC intensity
When the TCs are separated into two groups of CAT23 (weak TCs) and CAT456 (strong TCs) based on their intensity, we can find that in both CAT456 and CAT23 TCs, the maximum rainfall is always located downshear to downshear-left during landfall from t = −24 to t = 24
( Figure 14) . However, the mean VWS magnitude for CAT23 TCs is 8.6 m s
, which is larger than 6.0 m s −1 for CAT456 TCs. The rainfall maximum in CAT456 TCs is a little bit cyclonically rotated from the VWS vector relative to that in CAT23 TCs. This might be related to the differences in both the VWS magnitude and the TC intensity. First, for strong VWS and weak TCs, the location of rainfall maximum is often located in downshear to downshear-left quadrant when facing downshear direction. But for weak VWS and strong TCs, the rainfall maximum could rotate further cyclonically to the downshear-left or even to the left of the shear vector. This indicates the relationship between VWS and rainfall asymmetry is determined not only the magnitude of the VWS but also the TC intensity.
Effect of TC motion
During the landfall period from 24 h prior, to landfall, and to 24 h after landfall, the motionrelative WN-1 rainfall maximum in LTCs in the five regions of China shows large variability (facing down the TC motion vector aligned with the positive Y-axis in Figure 15 ). The rainfall maximum for LTCs in HN is often to the left of the motion vector, while for LTCs in FJ the rainfall maximum occurs in the rear side of the motion vector. This indicates that the rainfall asymmetry may not be predominantly controlled by the TC motion vector for LTCs over China. In addition to the motion direction, the motion speed shows inconsistent relationship with rainfall asymmetry as well. Figure 16 shows rainfall asymmetries in TCs of three different translational speeds: less than 12, 12-20 km h −1 , and larger than 20 km h −1 . We can see that regardless of different motion speeds, the maximum rainfall is predominantly located in the left and even rear-right quadrants when facing down the TC motion vector. This means that the TC motion speed has no obvious impacts on the rainfall asymmetric distribution in LTCs over China. This may partly suggest that the effects of storm motion on the asymmetric rainfall distribution in the studied regions are dominated by the effects of environmental VWS.
Effects of coastlines
In contrast to the negligible effects by LTC motion, the WN-1 rainfall maximum is strongly affected by the coastlines, especially in the LTC outer core region and at the time of landfall. Figure 17 shows the WN-1 rainfall asymmetries for LTCs with different magnitudes of VWS (less than 5, 5-7.5 m s , respectively). In the inner core region (within a radius of 2° of latitude), the maximum rainfall in LTCs is generally located offshore and downshear-left under all VWS conditions during landfall. However, in the outer core region (between 2 and 5° of latitude from the TC center), the asymmetric rainfall maximum is rotated cyclonically from offshore gradually to the onshore in TCs under decreasing environmental effects from strong VWS to weak VWS (namely, from larger than 7.5 m s −1 to less than 5 m s −1 ). This result is consistent with that previously reported in a numerical study of Xu et al. [45] , which showed that the land-sea surface contrast could produce an increase in the rainfall percentage onshore in a LTC. Results in Yu et al. [26] showed that when the VWS is very weak, the land-sea contrast could predominantly contribute to the rainfall asymmetry. Nevertheless, the situation could become more complicated under weak VWS, because other factors including the coastline and storm motion might play their roles together to determine the asymmetric rainfall distribution in LTCs, particularly in the TC outer core and at time of landfall. . The coastline is aligned with the positive X-axis to the right (shown by the black solid lines) and the arrows denote the mean motion direction.
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Case studies
Since LTC rainfall involves complicated process, such as multi-scale interactions with various scale motions in the environment, coastline, orography, as well as the structure and intensity of the storm itself, detailed case studies can help to deepen our understanding of the various processes that are essential to the rainfall distribution in LTCs. Here two recent case studies are briefly discussed as an illustration how important the cold pool dynamics and the baroclinic interactions are to extreme rainfall associated with LTCs in China.
Typhoon Utor (2013)
Typhoon Utor (2013) and TRMM-3B42 6-h rainfall (mm) during the landfall of typhoon Utor in the first rainfall episode at (a) 6-h prior to landfall at 0000 UTC 14, (b) at the time of landfall at 0600 UTC 14, and (c) 6-h after landfall at 1200 UTC 14 August. Thick black vector denotes the moving direction of Typhoon Utor in the following 6 h in each panel. Blue arrows denote the averaged environmental VWS vector.
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The rainfall distribution associated with Utor during landfall presented unique features [46, 47] . Meng and Wang [46, 47] used the ERA-Interim (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting Interim reanalysis) data and the hourly surface rainfall observations to investigate the physical processes leading to large rainfall asymmetric distribution of Utor during its landfall. They found that the rainfall asymmetry was initially triggered by the effect of the environmental VWS, but enhanced by the cold pool dynamics which was triggered by the inland northwest dry air intrusion into Utor (Figure 18a) . This cold pool enhancement process was understood based on the frontogenesis and quasi-balanced and ageostrophic Q-vector diagnosis (Figure 18b) . Figure 19 . Observed composite radar reflectivity every 3 h from (a) 1200 UTC 6 Oct to (n) 0300 UTC 8 Oct 2013. RBs 1, 2, and 3 indicate rainbands associated with heavy rain. The locations of the four radar stations (Wenzhou, WZ; Ningbo, NB; Hangzhou, HZ; and Shanghai, SH) are shown in (a).
Typhoon Fitow (2013)
Typhoon Fitow (2013) is the strongest typhoon that made landfall over China in October since 1949. It caused severe damages in Zhejiang province due to its strong winds and heavy rainfall, with the minimum central sea-level pressure of 955 hPa and the maximum sustained 10-m wind speed of 42 m s −1 at landfall. The maximum gust wind speed of 76.1 m s −1 was observed at Shipingshan station (in the southeast coast of Zhejiang Province), which set a new record for LTCs over China. Fitow brought the strongest large-area 24-h precipitation in Zhejiang Province (100,000 km 2 ) as large as 137.5 mm on 07 October 2013. Consequently, Fitow resulted in severe urban water logging, flooding, debris flow disasters, and thus a direct economic loss of about 4.5 billion US dollars in Zhejiang Province. It also brought more than 1000 mm rainfall near Shanghai area in China, which was found to be related the cold air intrusion from northwest inland as shown in Bao et al. [67] . As shown in Figure 19 , the rainfall systems included two parts: one was an outward-spiraling rainband, and the other was a frontal cloud system caused by coastal frontogenesis. Fitow was affected by a cold dry air intrusion from the north after landfall, which limited the rainfall in its inner core. However, an extended eastern warm moist air met the cold air from the north, leading to frontogenesis and heavy rainfall near Shanghai.
Discussions and remaining issues
Yu et al. [68] With the use of the CRA method, skills show an improvement by about 15%, which are mostly associated with rainfall patterns, followed by displacement errors, particularly for very heavy rainfall. This suggests that rainfall prediction will continue to be improved with improving track prediction. However, further analysis showed that though the TC track and intensity is well forecasted, the rain distribution and structure is still a big challenge to the current numerical models, especially for the extremely heavy rainfall (>250 mm day −1 ). It indicates that more work is needed to improve the initialization and prediction of TC structure. In particular, the TC size is a very important factor that could considerably affect the rainfall distribution in LTCs. However, this has not been studied so far mainly because the TC size information in the current TC best-track data is very limited for LTCs. In future studies, the geostationary imagery or other data could be used to estimate the TC size parameter so that the effect of TC size on rainfall distribution of LTCs could be examined.
In fact, except for the limited ability of numerical forecast models, the observational capability of rainfall in LTCs is not good enough. As introduced in Section 2, compared with the surface radar and gauge data, the satellite rainfall estimates have relatively better spatial and temporal coverages, and therefore, the satellite-retrieved rainfall datasets (such as TRMM 3B42) have been applied extensively in the studies of rainfall in LTCs. However, the satellite quantitative precipitation estimates for LTCs still need large improvements because of their existing limitations, e.g., they would underestimate the heavy rain rates and the maximum rain rates. Therefore, the composites of rainfall characteristics were often analyzed and the uncertainties were usually represented using the box-plot analysis method in previous studies in Yu et al. [25, 26] . Though this would not significantly affect the major conclusions drawn in those previous studies, we still need to be aware of the limitations of data used. Therefore, future studies are needed to verify previous findings when better rainfall datasets become available.
Most of previous studies have focused mainly on the overall effects of environmental VWS, TC intensity and motion, and coastlines on the LTCs rainfall distribution and provide some basic background and preliminary understanding to the LTC rainfall. However, it has shown that TC intensity does not have a robust relationship with the extreme rain metrics (including the maximum values of rain rate, rain area and total rain, and even the maximum rainfall location). Weak TCs may even have the maximum rain rates larger than strong TCs after landfall. Therefore, many unresolved scientific questions still remain especially for the extreme rainfall process in LTCs. Further work needs to pay more attention on the extreme rainfall mechanisms in LTCs.
Furthermore, the rainfall processes in LTCs are often very complicated and thus involve the effects of many factors and multi-scale interactions. Most of our current results and understanding are based on dynamical mechanisms, such as the VWS, TC translation, coastline, etc. So far few studies have paid attention to other possible effects, such as the thermodynamic effects (e.g., land-sea surface temperature contrast, differential radiation effects over land and ocean, effect of urbanization, etc.), even the cloud microphysical processes, and the possible effects of aerosols. Therefore, most of our current understanding and explanations are incomplete. In this regard, studies on mechanisms responsible for the rainfall distribution and its changes need to be further enhanced in the future. Particularly, with the development of both new observing systems and advanced numerical weather prediction models, some important physical processes, such as the boundary layer process and cloud microphysics, could be investigated and understood more comprehensively in the near future.
Concluding remarks
In this chapter, presented is the rainfall distribution in LTCs over China, including the axisymmetric and asymmetric distributions and the main control parameters, such as TC intensity, environmental VWS, TC motion, and coastline. The amplitudes of the WN 0-4 rainfall components have different evolutions during landfall among different regions. The WN-0, namely the axisymmetric rainfall component, accounts for about 50% of the total rainfall in LTCs in most studied areas and often decreases significantly after landfall.
On average, the axisymmetric rainfall is closely related to the TC intensity. The stronger TCs have larger averaged rainfall rate, larger mean peak axisymmetric rainfall rate, larger averaged total rainfall, larger averaged rainfall area, larger ratio of the axisymmetric component relative to total rainfall, but lower amplitudes of the WN-1, WN-2, WN-3, and WN-4 rainfall components relative to the total rainfall. The evolution of rainfall distribution is closely related to the changes of TC intensity from 24 h prior to landfall to 24 h after landfall. In the different intensity change categories, the RD LTCs show the most rapid decrease in both the total rainfall and the axisymmetric rainfall component.
In contrast, the extreme values of LTC rainfall (including the maximum rain rate, the maximum rain area, and the maximum total rainfall) are not highly related to TC intensity. In fact, weak storms may produce a greater maximum rain rate rather than strong TCs. This may be due to the effects of many other factors, such as environmental VWS and strong interactions with other synoptic weather systems and/or topography. The maximum asymmetric rainfall Extreme Weatherin LTCs is usually located downshear and to its left, but more cyclonically downwind in strong LTCs such as CAT456, likely due to the relatively weaker VWS and the larger azimuthal advection by the stronger cyclonic circulation. The cyclonic rotation of the location of the LTC rainfall maxima also exists from South China to East China (HN, GD, Taiwan, Fujian, and Zhejiang), namely from the largest rainfall in the southwest and south quadrants in HN, GD, TW, and FJ, to the southeast quadrant in ZJ prior to landfall, and from the southwest to the northeast quadrant in LTCs after landfall. This cyclonic rotation is found to be tightly related to a similar cyclonic rotation of environmental VWS vectors from South China to East China. The latter is determined by the large-scale circulations, including the western North Pacific monsoon trough, subtropical high, and the midlatitude westerly systems. This indicates that environmental VWS should be a useful predictor for the asymmetric rainfall distribution in LTCs. The effect of TC motion (including direction and speed) on the rainfall distribution in LTCs is secondary compared with the effect of environmental VWS. However, the landsea contrast may predominantly control the asymmetric rainfall distribution in LTCs when the ambient VWS is weak, as illustrated in a schematic Figure 21 . When the environmental VWS is weak (less than 5 m s
), the asymmetric rainfall maximum in the periphery of a LTC may shift from the downshear and offshore side (shown by the shaded area in Figure 21a) to the upshear and onshore side (shown by the shaded area in Figure 21b ).
Note that most of the findings discussed in this chapter are based on the composite analyses of satellite-retrieved products, individual LTC may be considerably deviated from the composite because of other possible involved complex scale multiple interactions and the complicated effect of topography. Typhoons Utor (2013) and Fitow (2013) are shown as examples to illustrate how important some processes other than VWS are in shaping the rainfall distribution in LTCs. The latest study by Bell et al. [69] shows that the microphysics of precipitation also plays an important role in TC extreme events. The cloud microphysics can be strongly modulated by the flow over terrain, resulting in the changes of the dominant processes in upslope or downslope winds [70] , as well as changes in precipitation efficiency [71] . Mesoscale terrain in the coastal region can affect the spatial distribution and duration of rainfall by deflecting the TC track [72] .
Current studies have not been comprehensive yet in several topics related to rainfall distribution and evolution in LTCs. For example, the rainfall diurnal cycle in LTC has recently been revealed by Hu et al. [73] , but more work is necessary to understand the involved physical mechanisms. The extreme rainfall in spiral rainbands is another topic not discussed/included here, so it needs to be thoroughly investigated because many extreme rainfall events in LTCs could be induced in spiral rainbands but not in the inner core region [74] . In addition, even a TC over the open ocean may also interact with neighboring weather systems, leading to rainfall in distant regions (over thousand kilometers from the TC), which is often called the TC remote effect [75] . These need to be comprehended further in future studies.
Finally, this chapter mainly summarizes the observational results and the related physical processes in determining both the axisymmetric and asymmetric distributions of rainfall in LTCs. Some recent efforts on improving the numerical prediction of TC-related rainfall have not been included. In fact, some recent studies have shown that radar data assimilation could substantially improve the extreme rainfall prediction skill, in particular for 0-24-h forecasts [76] . Nevertheless, this chapter provides a reference background for future studies on rainfall distribution in LTCs and for future efforts to improve rainfall forecast of LTCs not only in China but also in other regions of the world.
